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An Algonquin maiden: a romance of the early days of Upper Canada by G. Mercer Adam( )
45 editions published between 1886 and 2009 in English and Amazon.co.uk: Adam. Graeme: Books Originally
published in 1887, this historical romance novel, set in York, is a romance of the early days of Upper Canada. An
Algonquin maiden: a romance of the early da. - title page Transnational Girlhood in Canadian, Australian, and New
Zealand Literature. An Algonquin Maiden: A Romance of the Early Days of Upper Canada (1887). Ethelwyn
Wetherald - An Algonquin Maiden - Canadian Poetry. Newest Additions - Book cover of Bellegarde, the adopted
Indian boy a Canadian tale. 2 copies. Reference Only. Book cover of An Algonquin maiden, a romance of the early
days of Upper Canada Book, 1887. 2 copies. Reference Only. An Algonquin Maiden: A Romance of the Early Days